
The New Scheme of faceless, jurisdiction-less and paper-
less ‘e-Assessment 2019’ has been notified by the Ministry of 
Finance vide its Official Gazetted Notification No. 61/2019 dated 
12.9.2019 and it has been made operational w.e.f. AY 2018-19 
onwards for conducting of the regular assessments u/s 143(3) 
of the Income-tax Act, 1961. 

In the New Scheme of ‘e-Assessment 2019’, the conventional 
manual mode of conducting of regular assessments involving 
physical interface and verbal communication between the 
assessees and the assessing authorities has been completely 
done away with and all the communication/interface between 
the assessees and the assessing authorities shall be done 
electronically only via the ‘e-Proceedings’ utility in the registered 
‘e-Filing’ accounts of the assessees. 

So, to be fully familiar and conversant with the manner, mode 
and methodology of the conducting of ‘e-Assessments’ involving 
therein the viewing and retrieving of ‘e-scrutiny’ notices and 
requisitions in the registered ‘e-filing accounts’ as well as 
‘e-filing’ and uploading of ‘e-responses’ to such requisitions, is 
no-longer a matter of personal discretion and choice for the 
assessees and tax practitioners, but it has become a statutory 
necessity and a compulsion.

This Book serves as a ‘ready reference guide’ to help and assist 
the assessees and tax practitioners in their ‘e-Assessment 
pursuits’. An honest and sincere effort has been made in this 
Book to explain and demonstrate the practical aspects and  
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nitty-gritties of ‘e-Assessments’ in a ‘step-by-step-manner’ 
through ‘real-time practical case studies’  encompassing crucial 
and significant scrutiny issues having immense relevance and 
practical utility for all the assessees and tax practitioners, such 
as receipts of share capital/share premium, LTCG on penny 
stocks, disallowance u/s 14A/Rule 8D, revenue recognition and 
expenditure booking in real estate business, disallowance of pre-
commencement business expenditure, bogus purchases, seized 
diary/loose papers, AIR information, suspicious transactions 
(STRs) related information from investigation wing, and 
taxability of compensation received under RFCTLARR Act, 
2013, along with their corresponding suggestive ‘e-responses/
submissions’, incorporating all important and relevant legal 
precedents and the factual matrix. The manner and practical 
aspects of ‘e-filing of Rectification Application’ u/s 154 of the 
Act and ‘e-filing of Responses’ against the outstanding Income 
Tax demand have also been explained and demonstrated in a 
‘step-by-step’ manner.

The prospective litigative issues and challenges arising out of 
the ‘New Scheme of e-Assessment 2019’ requiring immediate 
attention of the concerned Law-making authorities have 
also been discussed. This Book also includes the Country-
specific Best International Practices in Tax Administration 
and the measures taken up by the Indian Tax Administration 
Authorities to ramp up the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
governance levels and to transform into a ‘digitally mature’ tax 
administration. 

This Book characterizes a ‘natural blend of law and practice’ 
concerning the ‘New Scheme of e-Assessment 2019’ and as 
such serves as an effective, efficient, robust and deadly weapon 
in the armory of the assessees and tax practitioners to combat 
‘e-Assessments’.   

The seeds of this Book were sown by my Father who himself is 
a seasoned chartered accountant and is very knowledgeable and 
meticulous in the taxation field but due to his limited exposure 
of the new electronic mode of ‘e-Assessments’, he felt a little 
uncomfortable. So, when I helped him understand the practical 
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aspects of ‘e-Assessments’, it was then, that he advised me to 
write a Book on this subject to help and support many others 
like him, and the fruitful result of his sound advice is this 
present Book on ‘e-Assessments’.

‘Learning and improving is a continuous process’ and so honest 
and valuable suggestions and feedback are invited and solicited 
from the ‘worthy readers’, at my email id mayankmohanka@
gmail.com for further improvement. 

Knowledge multiplies manifold by sharing. 
It is a supreme form of wealth.

With Warm Regards
Mayank Mohanka
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